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Abstract. Since submitting the paper, we have become aware of another dataset that can provide

valuable additional correlations to assess NO3 + BVOC chemistry. This document shows updated

figures (which would replace existing figures 7 and 8, adding new panels) and edited sections of

the paper discussing these new correlations of CIMS-measured organonitrate concentrations with

calculated NO3 loss to monoterpenes and isoprene. We have also added a brief discussion to section5

3.1.1. about the effect of normalization by CO to account for changing nocturnal boundary layer

height, as suggested. There is no improvement in scatter, suggesting that this is not a substantial

source of error in this analysis. Only those sections that would be changed are included below.

We post this text now as a comment on our own manuscript so that our reviewers might have

a chance to offer any additional comments on this, if desired. Since both reviews have now been10

posted, we apologize that it was not in time to be included in those original reviews, but we would

be grateful of any additional comments. We note that we have also revised how we analyze the

relative correlations, a change which will be reflected throughout our reviewer responses, which we

will post separately addressing all reviewer comments after the discussion has closed. Thank you

very much!15
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1 Introduction

2 Experimental

Two chemical ionization mass spectrometers (Caltech’s cTOF-CIMS and University of Washington’s

HR-ToF-CIMS, hereafter both referred to as CIMS, Bertram et al., 2011; Yatavelli et al., 2012; Lee

et al., 2014) were used to identify specific organic nitrate product ions, specifically monoterpene20

(Eddingsaas et al., 2012) and isoprene products (Crounse et al., 2013, 2006; Beaver et al., 2012).

One CIMS measured only gas phase products (California Institute of Technology, CIT, Beaver et al.,

2012) while the other CIMS employed a Filter Inlet for Gas and Aerosol (FIGAERO) to separate

aerosol and gas species (University of Washington, UW, Lopez-Hilfiker et al., 2014; Lee et al., 2014).

Both used time-of-flight mass spectrometers capable of resolving ions with different elemental for-25

mulae at common nominal m/z.

3 Results

3.1 Organic NOx sink: NO3 + BVOC production of organic nitrate SOA

3.1.1 Calculation of NO3 loss to BVOC

Using literature NO3 + BVOC rate coefficients and calculated NO3,SS, we can calculate instanta-30

neous NO3 loss rates ((NO3,loss)inst) for the campaign (1). BVOC mixing ratios from GC-MS and

rate constants shown in Table 1 were used to calculate the time-integrated nitrate loss to reactions

with BVOC (2). Specifically, time loss of NO3 radical to reaction with BVOC ((NO3,loss)integ,

defined below in Eq. 2) were calculated during periods of increasing RONO2 concentrations as

monitored by CIMS or aerosol-phase RONO2 monitored by AMS or TD-LIF during SOAS. This35

buildup of aerosol RONO2 was only observed after sunset. The boundary layer during night hours is

relatively stable, such that NOx and BVOC measurements can be considered an area-wide average

and this simple box model can be used to calculate (NO3,loss)integ (1, 2). Under the assumption of

a constant nighttime boundary layer height and an approximately uniform, area wide source that

limits the time rate of change due to horizontal advection (i.e., a nighttime box), the time integrals40

of RONO2 produced provide estimates of the evolution of RONO2 concentrations at night. This as-

sumption was tested using CO to minimize first order effects of dilution (Blanchard et al., 2011). By

dividing organic nitrate concentrations from AMS by CO concentrations in the correlation analysis

reported below, we saw little change, suggesting that variability in nighttime boundary layer is not a

substantial source of error in this analysis. Time periods of CIMS RONO2 or aerosol buildup were45

used to determine time intervals for calculation of (NO3,loss)integ.

(NO3,loss)inst =
∑
i

kNO3+VOCi
[VOC]i[NO3]SS (1)
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(NO3,loss)integ =
∑
i,t

(NO3,loss)inst,i ×∆t (2)

50

3.1.2 Organic Nitrate Product Analysis

Specific first generation monoterpene organic nitrate compounds have been identified and measured

in the gas and aerosol phases by CIMS (Lopez-Hilfiker et al., 2014; Lee et al., 2015; Beaver et al.,

2012). Using the (NO3,loss)integ calculations, a similar correlation analysis is conducted to identify55

key gas- and aerosol-phase products of NO3 oxidation. Observed buildups in gas- and aerosol-phase

organic nitrate concentrations from each CIMS are scattered against predicted (NO3,loss)integ to

monoterpenes (Figure 1). The generally good correlations suggest that all of the molecular formulae

shown here have contributions from NO3 chemistry. Comparisons of observed R2 values and slopes

for each of these correlation plots may then provide some mechanistic insight. For example, the60

species with larger R2s (C10H17NO5) may indicate a greater contribution to these species from

nitrate radical chemistry. In the cases where the same species is observed in gas and particle phase

(Figure 1a/b and d/e), if we assume the same sensitivity across phases, we can estimate the relative

amount in each phase by the ratio of the slopes. This would suggest that C10H15NO5 partitions more

preferentially to the particle phase, while C10H17NO5 partitions preferentially to the gas phase.65

Although the gas-phase monoterpene nitrate product correlations display substantial scatter, likely

due to their multiple possible sources and rapid partitioning to the aerosol phase, we can use the

calibrated mixing ratios measured by the CIT CIMS to calculate approximate lower limit molar

yields for C10H15NO5 (0.4%), C10H17NO5 (3%), and C10H17NO5 (3%) from NO3, based on the

slope of correlations shown in panels c, f and h. We estimate these to be lower limits, because no70

losses of these species during the period of buildup is taken into account in this correlation analysis.

About 12% of total particle-phase organic nitrates observed with the UW CIMS (Lee et al., 2015)

were C5 molecules, likely isoprene oxidation products, suggesting that most isoprene nitrate prod-

ucts remain in the gas phase. The correlation of gas-phase isoprene nitrate concentrations with NO3

loss again gives hints to the oxidative sources of these molecules (Figure 2). C5H9NO5 (panels75

a and b) shows the strongest correlation with (NO3,loss)integ to isoprene among all the individual

molecules (R2 = 0.54 for UW and 0.70 for CIT), suggesting that this compound is a NO3 oxidized

product. The better correlation than observed in Figure 1 may be due to the fact that this organon-

itrate has slower gas-phase losses relative to the semi-volatile C10 species. Using the calibrated

mixing ratios from CIT for C5H9NO5, we calculate an approximate lower limit molar yield of 7%.80

The C5H9NO4 and C4H7NO5 isoprene products (panels c and d) show poorer correlation with

(NO3,loss)integ to isoprene (R2=0.11 and 0.35, respectively), suggesting that C5H9NO4 is not (ex-
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clusively) a NO3 + isoprene product, and may instead be a photochemically or ozonolysis produced

organonitrate, via RO2 + NO.

We note that the two CIMS for which data is shown in Figures 1 and 2 were located at different85

heights: the CIT CIMS was atop the 20 meter tower, collocated with the measurements used to

determine [NO3]ss, while the UW CIMS measured at ground level. Particularly at nighttime, it is

possible that this lower 20 meters of the nocturnal surface layer can become stratified, so some

scatter and differences in correlations between instruments arising from this occasional stratification

are not unexpected. For this reason, we employ all available data from both instruments to minimize90

any error this might introduce.

3.2 Comparison to Inorganic NOx sink: NO−
3 aerosol production from heterogeneous up-

take of HNO3

3.3 Implications of NO3 oxidation on SOA formation in the Southeastern United States

4 Conclusions95

The contribution of NO3 + BVOC to SOA formation is found to be substantial in the terpene-rich

southeastern United States. An estimated 23-44% of nitrate radical lost to reaction with monoter-

penes becomes aerosol-phase organic nitrate. A predicted nitrate loss to terpenes is calculated from

the steady-state nitrate and terpene mixing ratios and then time integrated during evenings and nights

as RONO2 aerosol builds up. Nitrate losses are correlated to CIMS, TD-LIF and AMS measure-100

ments of gas- and aerosol-phase organic nitrate and show good agreement between (NO3,loss)integ

to monoterpene and total aerosol organic nitrate maxima. Two specific C10 structures measured by

CIMS are shown to be NO3 radical products by their good correlation with cumulative (NO3,loss)integ;

their semi-volatile nature leads to their variable partitioning between gas and aerosol phase. Cal-

ibrated gas phase mixing ratios of selected organonitrates allow estimation of lower limit molar105

yields of C5H9NO5, C10H17NO4, C10H17NO5 from NO3 reactions (7%, 3%, and 3% respectively).

The fact that these molar yields of monoterpene nitrates are substantially lower that the aggregated

aerosol-phase organic nitrate yield may suggest that further chemical evolution is responsible for the

large SOA yields from these reactions, consistent with Lee et al., 2015. The NO3 + BVOC source

of nitrate aerosol is comparable in magnitude to inorganic nitrate aerosol formation, and is observed110

to be a substantial contribution to regional PM2.5.
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Figure 1. Scatter plots of selected molecules’ concentration buildups against time-integrated monoterpene

losses to NO3 radical, during periods of observed organic nitrate buildup measured by CIMS. Panels a & d

show particle phase C10H15NO5 and C10H17NO5 measured by the UW FIGAERO; b & e show gas phase

C10H15NO5 and C10H17NO5 also measured by UW; c & f show the same gas phase species measured by the

CIT CIMS, with calibrated concentrations. Panels g & h show gas phase C10H17NO4 measured by both CIMS.

The gas phase correlations with calibrated mixing ratios measured by the CIT CIMS (panels c, f, & h) allow for

a rough estimation of the lower limit molar yields via the slopes: C10H15NO5, 0.4%; C10H17NO5, 3%; and

C10H17NO4, 3%.
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Figure 2. Gas phase CIMS data correlated to predicted isoprene + NO3, during periods of buildup of these C5

and C4 nitrates as measured by each CIMS. Panels a & b show C5H9NO5, which is well correlated to predicted

isoprene + NO3 suggesting this is a NO3 gas-phase product, with the calibrated mixing ratios measured by CIT

enabling estimation of an approximate lower limit molar yield of 7%. Panel c shows that C5H9NO4 is poorly

correlated to isoprene + NO3 suggesting that this product comes (at least in part) from another oxidative source

(ex. RO2+NO). b Panel d C4H7NO5 also shows a poorer correlation than panels a & b, suggesting it is not

exclusively a product of NO3 oxidation, or has rapid losses.
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